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Editors’ Notes
Consistancy is something that I have always prided myself  in. It is no 
coincidence that I hvae been apart of  The Normal Review since my 
freshman year. The Normal Review has been like my first guitar, some-
thing old but is still amazing. The Normal Review has been around since 
well before my birth, my parent’s and quite possibly my great grand-
parents. Being founded back in 1928 The Normal Review has changed 
and thrived more than one could imagine while working on the staff  of  
a college literary magazine. It has changed me so much, moving from 
Treasurer to Art Director and now finally Editor-in-Chief.  This will be 
my penultimate issue and it has been an amazing run so far. All the peo-
ple i’ve met through this organization...It has truely been an incredible 
experience that has always given me something to look forward to each 
semester. I would like to thank everyone i’ve met so far and have yet to 
meet because of  The Normal Review. To my fellow editors, you’ve been 
amazing. We’ve grown I beleive more than we realize and we will con-
tinue you to grow as we enter this new semester. 
~Michael Keane
Throughout my undergraduate career, The Normal Review has consis-
tently been my literary safe haven. I have spent many nights reading
literature and critiquing numerous art pieces with educated
individuals who share the same interests with myself. I feel such a
sense of  joy knowing that all of  my years of  involvement have lead me
to this position, where I can help students find their own literary
safe havens. This semester, working as co-editors, Michael and I have
seen our production staff  become a much more united and intuitive
group of  students. From the beginning of  the semester to the fall
deadline, our staff  has been truly dedicated to the successful
production of  The Normal Review, and I could not be more grateful. I
would also like to thank our executive board for spending many long
nights compiling our submissions to make such a cohesive embodiment 
of  our student talent on campus. In the spring semester, I hope to see a
continuation of  our success, as well as an expansion of  our influence




 It’s my sincerest hope that, when I’m finished writing this, none 
of  you will come running back here to bother me again. I just want to be 
left alone for more than ten minutes without somebody coming in here for 
another round of  insipid questioning. These are all the answers you’ll get 
out of  me about that day; you can count on that. When it happened I felt 
so liberated; I was more alive at that crucial point than I’d ever been in my 
entire life. However, now I look on those days with yearning susurrations 
of  nostalgia. How easy it was to live that life, and yet how hard at the same 
time! I sometimes think it might have been a better bet to stay where I was, 
to keep all of  that primal instinct under control. Maybe if  you’d leave me be 
I wouldn’t feel that way. I did what I did because I could no longer handle 
living like a slave and yet here I am doing just that. If  you’ll do me one 
kindness, and I know how you people, you ignorant, atavistic hordes, pride 
yourselves on kindness and humility, at least on paper. I want you to keep 
everyone and their endless questions and accusations away from me. 
 I compare “living” with my father to having my head forced under 
numbingly cold water by a powerful hand. There was no time to think, only 
the constant need to breathe without the ability to do so. It was like groping 
the wall of  a smoke-filled room in futile search of  some small, innocuous 
truth. There was nothing to see. It was as though a long-forgotten piece of  
my brain, one unknowingly cherished, were sliced away and entombed in 
a shallow grave beneath the apple tree in the backyard. There was nothing 
to think about. So I had to either emerge from that hallowed cocoon he so 
callously and drunkenly wove, or remain there, shut away from life as I just 
had to have it. I didn’t know where I’d go or give any thought to where I 
might end up; I simply got away because I had to. I removed myself  from 
that stagnation, his very presence couldn’t help but sustain wherever he was 
found.
 Now childhood was a breeze, one of  those warm memories that 
pleads for me to come back as I try to sleep at night. My father had engi-
neered my mind to function as a flawless duplicate of  his own. Our rela-
tionship was a processed jumble of  a select few emotions, fear being the 
one I most identified with. But he didn’t feel fear. No, he was too full of  
inexplicable anger, like a lightning rod flowing with that wrath which only 
he could harbor. That was the only thing we ever shared in, besides that 
house which now sits in a pile of  charred rubble. I remember the day he ran 
about raging, setting one of  our bushes on fire in the yard. I remember how 




I can see it in my mind, the golden petals peeling and crisping away in the 
breeze. And when he finally roused to his dulled senses, he shambled across 
the yard and grabbed a hold of  the garden hose. I’ll never forget that foully 
sweet smell from that blackened husk as I watched the ants wash away in 
the flood, down the driveway to their doom.
 And yet he was still so addictive to me. I felt like if  I couldn’t see 
him at least once a day then I was going to fall into darkness and somehow 
lose whoever I was. Seeing and telling him everything I’d accomplished for 
him, despite his rough edges, filled me with joy. But I remember every time 
I told him about what I did that day, he retained a look in his eyes as though 
nobody were home, as though I were conversing with a phantom. And 
when I told him these things and he demanded I try harder, it drove me 
even further. And I remember the rules; every day he would sit me down 
and relay those damnable rules. He’d describe to me the makings of  a good 
person, hypocritically, as he possessed none of  those qualities. He told me 
not to steal things, not to want what other people have but to make those 
things my own through hard work and devotion. He told me how violence 
was never the correct choice and how I should always help people that 
needed it. And of  course, I’d figured all of  this out already. I didn’t need 
him to explain it to me.
 I thought on all of  this and began to wonder. I thought about the 
advertising agency he co-owned with his brother from across the ocean, 
and how word eventually got out that he’d been pocketing money from his 
charity organization. I began to think about how he used to scowl at the 
homeless with their blackened faces and greasy hair on that rare occasion 
we’d walk through the streets together. He likened them to “scum of  the 
Earth,” or “deranged bottom feeders.” And there was always that knack 
he had for stirring the spirits of  everyone he met, but never for the right 
reasons. Oratory was one of  his greatest abilities, and he used it well, as you 
know. But I prefer to liken his “gift” to clubbing the blindfolded conscience 
silly, spinning it round and round, and directing it where he would. When 
the war was heating up, he mobilized all the young men and women to get 
to it. Such a destitute frenzy he would whip them into. It seemed he could 
convince them of  anything. Even the friends I managed to bring home 
were all turned by him; one by one. Some went quicker than others, but he 
couldn’t seem to rest until they were his, barely-developed bodies, minds, 
and spirits complete. And into their heads he would pour all of  his deluded 
ideals and malice until finally they were rewired into one of  those unwaver-
ing replicas he thought I’d always be.
 His substantial stockpile of  flaws and hypocrisies he kept swept un-
der the rug wouldn’t become fully apparent to me until much later. So time 
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crawled by like it always did with him, like a death march into the des-
ert, and I continued to think. And things began to clear up as I grew 
older, as I understood what it meant to be a human being. Whenever 
I’d have a problem I would confide in him because he always told 
me he’d be there for me. There more he wasn’t, though, the shock 
lessened and the pain increased. The only time he bothered with me 
was when I’d done something wrong, as he knew it were an opportu-
nity to sink his teeth into me. So quick to scold me, a constant threat 
like a blackened storm cloud rumbling and flashing white hot on the 
horizon. 
 So I continued to think, and boldly so, as any kind of  critical 
thinking was as good as heretical. It wasn’t until one starless evening 
that I came to the realization that I wanted nothing to do with him 
any longer, wanted him out of  my life forever.
 That night my car finally succumbed to its age; I had no 
choice but to make the rest of  the way home on foot, which meant 
I was going to be late. When I stumbled into the driveway with a dry 
mouth and an empty stomach, long past my planned time of  return, 
I could see his silhouette framed in the white light shining from the 
doorway. The sight of  him wrapped in that white, but well-stained 
bathrobe sent torrents of  fear and guilt crashing through me. Nega-
tive emotion mingled together into something darker, something 
which I could only describe as him. I stood there on the cement, four 
steps below, as he rebuked me for what I’d done. He threatened to 
send me to the basement again to live with the dirt and the insects 
and the cast iron furnace with its ever-grinning mouth full of  hellfire 
to keep me warm.
 He finally slammed the door, leaving me empty. I went 
around to the back porch and sat on the steps there, gazing out at the 
apple tree in the yard. My once highly-regarded opinion of  him had 
soured and shriveled like the apples on that tree, and it was at that 
very moment I knew I was finished with him.
 Emptiness.
 I went up to that tree and plucked every excuse for an apple 
from its dark branches. I launched them at the rusty fence which sur-
rounded the yard like a prison compound. Each one of  them explod-
ed like fireworks into dazzling, rotten pieces when they made contact,
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jiggling the fence, and causing it to ring out like a rusty bell in the 
night. Then I threw them at the expensive car he’d purchased with 
the sullied hopes and dreams of  thousands, feeling my emptiness 
give way to a whole array of  other feelings. When the final apple 
was deconstructed into tiny bits and pieces that lay strewn across the 
cracked windshield, I sat down in the grass and felt the warm night 
breeze snaking its way through my fingers. My mind, hazy from years 
of  fear and insecurity, finally felt clear.
 Then I heard the back door bang open. I’d never seen him 
so angry before, and that mixture of  fear and guilt came rushing 
back, but I knew this time I had to remain strong. As he pounded 
through the tall grass with a face full of  rage, I began reasoning why 
I despised my father all along but didn’t know it until this moment. I 
found myself  marveling at what horrors he represented, understood 
that I had to defend myself  from that from that point onward. I had 
to recall every minuscule thing about him that made me sick, made 
me want to manually remove myself  from this Earth.
Every little fragment was there, crudely sharpened and caked in 
dry blood like primitive stone weapons that came to slice open old 
wounds over and over again.
 I hate the way you see things, I told myself. Sending my 
friends off  to die in strange places. Years of  stored observation with-
out understanding came into place as anger became the focal point 
within me. Can’t be like him. Everyone he touches wilts like young 
creosote in a desert drought. I looked into his eyes. Phony hypo-
crite. Piece by piece came together as I could hear somewhere in my 
mind the sound of  a bow being drawn slowly across a poorly tuned 
fiddle. Molten malevolence, what a force to be reckoned with! I stilled 
myself, taking a breath, letting what I knew to be oxygen inwards, 
and carbon dioxide outwards. What was once unfathomable is now 
comprehended. I have him now in the palm of  my hand.
  And as we locked in struggle, I eyed a jagged rock in the 
corner of  the yard as my only salvation. It was easy enough to over-
power him once I came to my realization. He was shrinking, much 
older now, and wrinkled with age. I was young and powerfully aware. 
We fell to the ground, just a foot or so away from that rock. He beat 
on me relentlessly but I couldn’t feel anything. All I wanted to feel 
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was that rock going through his head. Now it was within my reach. I looked 
into his face, the face created in his image, and wondered if  his skull was as 
thick as it seemed.
 It wasn’t. 
 I finally stood free with the lifeless body of  my tired old father at 
my feet. I had only a few moments then to think Surely, one of  the neigh-
bors would have seen this display by now. I knew I was an extension of  
him, but I also knew that I had to cut him away if  I was going to live my 
life, even if  that meant living it from behind the bars of  a prison cell. And I 
think he knew it too, but he didn’t want me to leave. I was all he had to keep 
himself  alive, I think. I guess you could say I dug up that long-forgotten 
piece of  my brain from the shallow grave beneath the apple tree and tossed 
my father’s corpse down there in exchange. It was a good bargain.
 And at that critical moment, when I’d never been more ready to 
dive into the world with all five senses blazing red hot, like the house I was 
about to set on fire behind me, they took me away.
 So there’s what happened, nothing more and nothing less. Now 
that you know this, and hopefully every other curious person out there will 
as well, you’ll be able to leave me alone and let me live my life.
 Or maybe they’ll never stop coming, armed with their self-righteous 
accusations, insults, and questions, like they have any idea.
 They’re the reason my father’s ghost still rattles these bars. I let him 
die; they won’t. And even though I’m probably going to remain bound to 
this question-structured cell for the remainder of  my life, coming here was 
the best thing I ever could have done for myself.
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Beneath the veil hid decades of  wisdom
and purity, with piercing eyes 
that witnessed all, but could not be seen.
She wears pressed flowers in her hair beneath 
her satin waiting for the moment to release 
her fabric to then be engulfed in floral aroma. 
Her hair masked in faith and her body
kept secret from those who
sexualize with degrading eyes,
until releasing herself  from her wraps
to then be wrapped in her husband’s arms.
With years of  fortitude and great inner
strength, she gives thanks to her God
for being blessed with a beautiful mind,
as she kisses the Quran. 
Feeling the freedom that ignorance
shelters from others, she feels pride by wearing 







gazing out from the quiver,
the dark matter of  your eye. 
I am their pupil.
Condensing to a pinpoint,
rapture in a rhythm
matching the beat beat bump;











Wasted my eyes on the magnificence of  the sun; 
when it was all within you. 
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In the Light of  the Moon
Danielle Pollaro
 The moon is full tonight. It makes my pale skin shimmer. I stare up 
at it as I walk. I pass one of  the mile markers on the side of  the road. Two 
more miles left. I try not to think about it. I focus on the thumping noise 
my feet make every time I lift one foot up and place it in front of  the other, 
slowly reaching my destination. But I can’t think about that now. I count my 
steps, 101, 102, 103, 104. 
 A car passes me—the headlights shining in my eyes, maybe for the 
last time. It’s hard to think about nothing. Your mind starts to wonder—
thinking about the past, your family, your friends, and your first kiss. That 
first time he touched you. And the last. His blood looked black against the 
shiny metal of  the knife, the light of  the moon in its reflection. 
 No! My hands beat on the sides of  my head as I try to shake the 
thought out of  my head, back to your steps, 342, 343, 344. I hear a rustling 
of  leaves coming from the right of  my body, I am not afraid. I have nothing 
to be afraid of  anymore. I see two squirrels running after each other; maybe 
they’re lovers quarreling. But it’s the good kind. 
  “I do this because I love you! I love you! I love you!” He would 
scream at me as his grip got tighter and tighter around my throat, the air 
barely able to pass through. The sound of  my spine grinding into the floor, 
or the wall, was almost as loud as the grunts he made with every thrust.  
 No! I shake my head vigorously trying to get the images that 
permanently burned into my brain out. You are almost there; it can’t be 
more than a half  a mile left. 
 A smile forms across my face. Ha, Ha! I wish he could have seen 
his face as I slit his throat with the kitchen knife he bought Mom as a 
gift. The thick blade slid across his throat like it was butter. The easiness 
I carved his parts off  his body made me quiver with pleasure. That was 
the only time the parts he penetrated me with, the ones that stole my 
childhood, my virginity, and my sanity ever gave me pleasure. I feel them 
now, dangling on my chest: my trophy for best daughter of  the year. They 
will go down with me. 
 The lights of  the bridge dim the shine of  the moon and stars as 
I reach my final destination. The red color of  the bridge matches the red 
on my body and in my heart. I hope they find me soon. I don’t want to get 
all bloated. I climb up and over the ledge of  the bridge. The moon shines 
down on me, no longer making me shimmer. The wind tickles the skin on 






Dissolving lightly, steadily over time.
The heart craves it, the pounding of  a paddle, 
the crack of  a whip.
Tie her up and save me.
It’s unspeakable when it happens,
as profoundly jaw-dropping as an adult baby. 
When butterflies occur, she receives that same feeling when toys turn on--
vibrations and imitations of  Adam.
Eve longs to be pleased with bruises, 
the heart yearns to ache with fingerprints around its neck.
Choke life into me!
Create an eruption from my bound, naked body.
Same eruption from my bound, twisted head.
Gag her so she won’t deny it.
Don’t let her wiggle away. 
When tears fall, either watch them or eat them.
Show no mercy!
This is the torture you prayed to Gods for!
You wanted to be loved again--sick, cruel love!
A match as cynical as you.
As harmful as your body is moist.






They called him “Laurence Hamburger”, 
the nurses at the ward.
His facial scraps were charbroiled black
from fire on his floor.
What caused the blaze was never heard,
for Laurence had no mouth.
But summer was an arsonist,
especially in the South.
Much gossip spread of  “grillathons,” 
with entries gone awry,
but nurses’ gossip mattered less
when one had nearly died.
Since poor old Laurence could not see
he thought himself  not odd,
those empty sockets saw instead






 You’re stationed in Fallujah, Iraq, in 2004. The insurgency is at its 
peak. You return from a convoy. Nothing happens on your patrol, so you 
and Captain Barnstock watch a camel spider kill a mouse. Captain Barn-
stock jogs to the mess hall for chow, his canteen clatters against his utility 
belt, his dog tags jingle with each footfall.
 Normally you look forward to chow, but not tonight because it’s 
“spaghetti night” and Dwayne, the Marine cook, always leaves the pasta in 
the industrial-size colander too long and the noodles clump together into 
one gelatinous block of  starch. Dwayne doesn’t use spaghetti sauce; he 
mixes powdered ketchup, water and Worcestershire sauce. When Dwayne’s 
feeling real adventurous, he adds evaporated milk and calls it “alfredo.” 
The meatballs are chewy and elastic, like those small rubber bouncy balls in 
the grocery store vending machines. During Christmas, Dwayne puts grain 
alcohol in the eggnog and calls them Sloppy Santas. The last time your bat-
talion had Sloppy Santas, four Marines were killed in an ambush. The oldest 
was twenty-three. Later that night you tried to hang yourself  with Christmas 
lights.  
 You see the young Marine’s picture in the local paper when you 
arrive home. The picture is low resolution and they spell his name wrong. 
His mother goes manic and leaves her three remaining children to marry an 
ex-con at the Ice Castle in Norway. You see her every once in a while pick-
ing up cigarette butts in the gutters. She walks into your job one time to fax 
an unintelligible letter to the pope. Your boss doesn’t charge her.  
 You’re late for chow because you take a different route, trotting 
along the giant dirt mounds that act as barriers. You’re thinking about sod-
omizing Dwayne with a rolling pin when you hear a sharp whistle. Mortar. 
You don’t have time to react. Then the explosion and you’re lying on your 
back. The barrier has cushioned the blast. After the whistling, after the 
explosion, after the ringing, you check yourself. You pat your groin.  Every-
thing’s there. That night you scarf  down the best spaghetti you’ve ever had.
 You can’t sleep, you can’t eat, you can’t think. The old war hawks 
call it shellshock. Your Marine psychiatrist calls it PTSD. The acronym rolls 
off  his tongue like he’s diagnosing you with a common cold. He hands you 
four prescriptions while picking his nose.  
 You pop Valium, Xanax, Klonipan, and Oxycontin. You wash it 
down with Nyquil.  Sometimes you steal Dwayne’s cooking wine and mix it 
with the Nyquil. You call it flu brew. That’s the only way to fall asleep. The 
last time you drank flu brew you blacked out and put a claymore in your 
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mouth and cried. You also wet your pants.   
 You get dishonorably discharged after playing Russian Roulette 
with a mentally retarded Iraqi civilian. He lost. You leave the Marines an 
alcoholic with PTSD and a benzodiazepam addiction. You shake when 
you can’t get your prescriptions filled right away. You give old ladies dirty 
looks while on line at the Duane Reade. Then you ask if  you can massage 
their feet. They say you remind them of  their grandsons. They say you’re so 
sweet, just like their little Jimmys. You say their grandsons must be pretty 
fucked up. Their dentures fall out.
 You think about home. You go home. Home is a basement apart-
ment in the South Bronx paid for by the GI Bill. The view outside your 
small, barred window consists of  black garbage bags and people’s feet. 
When people walk by, you can only see their shoes. You’re paranoid and 
you think people can see in, so every time someone walks by you duck. You 
spend your days chewing pills, chugging grain alcohol, and hiding from feet. 
 Your hallway always smells like fish. You hate fish. You knock on 
your neighbor’s door and tell him to stop cooking fish. He tells you he has 
never cooked fish in his life. Not once. In fact, he’s deathly allergic, anaphy-
lactic. You call him a liar. He stares at you. 
 You find a job at a local print shop, Franklin Press. This is where 
the deranged mother of  your fellow dead Marine comes to fax her scribbles 
to the pope. She writes the letters with crayons.  Your boss gets on you 
about the different hues of  purple paper. He tells you Ms. Moffet wanted 
periwinkle, not orchid. You tell him it all looks the same to you. He says 
to get on the horn and apologize to Ms. Moffet and offer her a discount 
on her next job. Your boss calls the telephone the “horn” when he’s angry. 
He’s constantly telling you to get on the horn.
 The pressmen are bodybuilders, one aspiring and one washed-up. 
The washed-up one squeezes the fruit you bring to work. He particularly 
likes to squeeze your banana.  You can see the brown ring around the 
middle of  the banana. It reminds you of  the dark, violet ligature marks you 
saw around a dead Iraqi’s throat. The aspiring bodybuilder rants about how 
much he can dead lift. He wears T-shirts that say, “I got 99 problems but 
my bench ain’t one.”  
 You get fired after bringing a handgun to work, threatening to kill 
the washed-up bodybuilder if  he doesn’t stop molesting your fruit. You 
bring a trumpet you bought at a pawnshop and leave it on your boss’ desk. 
You tell him this is a horn. Then you smash the phone, breaking your hand. 
The police come and arrest you. Then they drop you off  at the local hospi-
tal for a psychological evaluation after you babble about how the washed-up 
bodybuilder squeezes your banana. You are discharged in a week.
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 You think about suicide. You remember when you used to think 
about suicide before being deployed. You’d imagine hanging yourself  from 
the pull-up bar in your garage. How long would it take, how would it feel, 
what if  you change your mind? You always know you would change your 
mind, but then it would be too late. You never want to die; you just want to 
dim the noise. You want quiet. The worst feeling you can think of  is put-
ting yourself  in a situation that you can’t get out of  and knowing you’re the 
only one responsible. Like hanging from your pull-up bar and then having 
second thoughts.  
You always imagine that while you’re hanging you’ll think of  something so 
innocuous, so petty, so unimportant, yet because you’re about to die, that 
simple thought becomes overwhelmingly dire. It becomes necessary due to 
the finality of  the situation.  
You imagine that while you’re hanging you won’t think of  your family, 
friends, or the future. You won’t think about all the good things that will 
happen. You won’t think about future wives and children, sons and daugh-
ters, granddaughters, grandsons, parents, cookouts, graduations, life.  Noth-
ing like that. You’ll think about lemonade, something small like that. You’ll 
be hanging from a pillowcase, writhing, about to die, and lemonade will pop 
into your head. You want lemonade. You want to taste its pucker.  
 But you never do that. You tell yourself  tomorrow is a new day. 
You remember being a child thinking about death and eternity. You would 
stare at the clouds picturing your coffin floating in space, bumping into 
meteorites. You thought about how your coffin would be in space forever, 
even after the sun burnt out, even after the solar system swallowed itself. 
You remember being frightened about being dead forever because as a 
child you thought you would be cognizant of  your death, you’d be lucid and 
coherent while floating through space, a conscious death. 
 You sit on the floor of  your apartment with a handgun in your 
mouth. The swiftness of  its power eliminates any hesitation. It can all 
go away. Just like that. Then a pair of  shoes walks by and you duck. You 
crouch on the balls of  your feet with your forearms resting on your thighs, 
the gun hanging from your hand between your legs. You look like you’re 
about to take a shit. The feet walk away. The coast is clear. You flick off  the 
safety with your thumb. You put the gun back in your mouth. Your teeth 
chatter against the barrel. The muzzle presses into the gummy ridges on the 








We became purple that night--
hues of  magenta swirled through crescendoing bodies.
Lavender took over, you were beneath me--
                                                  I couldn’t take it.
Violet prisms in our minds, you were inside me, hard to believe it. 
Magenta alcohol consumed inhibitions, purple made love to oxygen--
                                                  all elements crushing as one.
Secondary colors turned into small gods--
The disbelief  that not even jade could be so lucky,
sapphire not nearly as beautiful, 
and emerald not even close to being as royal as amethyst-- 
She holds more passion than them all--
The treasure of  delight in the hours where even the owls sleep-- 
deep dreams of  orchid and indigo . . . 
                                                      try to exhale if  you can. 
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Outside These Four Walls
Garrett Hoffman
 Outside these four walls lies my 
future--charred and broken on the ground
like that one victim the firemen didn’t 
have time to save, lost and forgotten 
amidst the fallout, the rubble-strewn lot.
Outside these four walls sits my career--
bathed in the absence of  light, comforted 
by the calloused hands of  black nothing, its
desk barren, desolate and mute like wind 
in the desert.
Outside these four walls my love is 
crawling away. I have crushed her spirit,
which just so happens to inhabit her legs.
She inches along, voice hoarse, harsh, propped
on anger-fueled elbows, growing pale in
the shattered moonlight.
Outside these four walls my family 
abandons the only home I have ever known
simply to spite my heart and spike 
my severed anguish like burying me alive and
leaving me with just enough light to 
imagine their smiling, crooked faces.
Outside these four walls my
brothers in sweat roll along down the 
highways of  their lives, hair flowing 
and eyes future-bright. In their wake, the
brown clouded particles of  dust they 
kick up overtake my immobile form.
Chattering and snickering they pass on 
into memories I will never have 
and that they have already pushed aside.
Outside these four walls my soul
drifts up over the roof  tops. With one 
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final wink, flutter and flourish, it 
disappears forevermore, to join the
star-speckled heights of  branches blowing
listlessly in the wind.
…
Inside these four padded walls I find myself
dying slowly--bare-battered pages rough
between my limp fingers--letters and
phrases illegible amid the degenerate 
lake of  blood, and tears my body has
expelled as time wordlessly wheels 
around me, whipping my mood in every
direction--a newborn wolf  cub
set loose in a blizzard, blind now,
as I always have been. 
Inside these four padded walls the finale
comes at last. As the floor opens up, the
cackles of  all the people 
I failed, was destined to fail (and
those I failed before I even knew how),
rose up, and in one united voice
swept me from my four prison walls. Finally free,
I fade into the abyss, insignificant, infamous--
only known to those who wish to do as I




 She always thought it would be such a trial to keep her balance 
while standing on the edge of  a rooftop of  a twenty-story building. In her 
old life, she used to be afraid of  heights. She would have been terrified. She 
should have been terrified. Now, there was not even a twitch.  
 People were beginning to notice her. Like ants, they stood down 
there looking at her. They pointed and shouted at her, but she couldn’t hear 
them. She wouldn’t listen if  she could.  
 She thought of  how she got to this point. A week ago, hell, even 
two days ago, she would have never thought she’d be doing this. The 
thought of  suicide had never occurred to her. Two days ago, her family 
was still very much so alive. But now she wondered if  anyone else from her 
family was going through the same thing she was. 
 She had not seen anyone else at the time, but she had been a little 
preoccupied with everything. She just remembered the momentary pain 
and then suddenly ending up outside of  the car while her parents and her 
brother were still in there, unmoving; the horrifying part was looking at her 
own dead body. 
 This was the only thing she could do now, unless she wanted to be 
stuck in a life that was not hers. Of  all the things she was feeling, she even 
felt guilt for that.
 She took another step closer to the edge until her foot was half  on 
the edge and half  over. Someone came up behind her, telling her she didn’t 
have to do this.  
 It’d make sense that she would be calm now. All she needed was 
another step.... 
 She tried to take it, but her foot would not move. She couldn’t sim-
ply just walk off  the building. She took a few steps back, and for a moment, 
it seemed as though everyone watching her had breathed a collective sigh of  
relief.   
 Then she leapt off  the building. The only thing she remembered 
seeing was a man with wide green eyes, wearing a purple hoodie.  
 And then there was nothing. No darkness, no light. All she felt was 
the feeling of  being forced somewhere else that she did not belong, like be-
ing sucked up by a vacuum. She opened her eyes, taking a deep breath, as if
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she’d been held underwater.
 Screaming. People were screaming.   
 She was standing on the ground, looking at a girl who had just 
jumped off  the twenty-story building in front of  her. That girl, whomever 
she was, was now dead.   




Colored Pencil on Construction Paper
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A Poem that Died too Young 
Kevin Kohlhauf
Born in the midst of  a fleeting and desperate thought
of  a painfully average muse,
(depressed and cut from the cloth of  bitter cynicism), 
I was torn away from a pretty white page,
my being faltered and shred,
left to float in the unknown ravine 
of  forgotten ambition.
But though he forgets, I do not,
how wild and untamed I was 
from just the first few lines.
I danced to the expectations of  a simple thesis
of  changing the world, molesting social conditions,
bullying and aggressively aggravating them
to no more than used up tripe. 
My rhetoric would kill kings,
and love the unloved.
I followed the footsteps of  his prior masters,
serving me downfall in the most bitter manner. 
Though I lived, breathed, and lusted if  only for them.
I wanted to howl like Ginsberg,
shout profanity and test calm waters,
delve into sexual constraints--rip them open
and let the heavy downpour consume
consumed minds,
visit Finnegan at his Wake,
and escape the night to see
a lovely day in Dublin.
Call me Ishmael, 
I wanted to write a whale into God,
and while drifting about in the ocean’s temperament,
level out the seas and mountains,
if  only for a second, and make the world
my ecstatic puppet,
tug on the strings of  a short lived moment
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and assemble it into infinity, spread out 
for my existence to bask in.
I wanted to burn down the orchestra,
conduct the dancing flames into notes,
make the most beautiful symphony ever heard,
drowned out only when the ashes culminate.
Alas, my animation was the figment 
of  romanticized destruction.
Of  plants and pills that drug him deep down,
where the lights gasped only through dementia.
The things that could open his mind and open his heart,
they closed blinds, and killed the art.
To say I was art is to say I was him--
a fallacy more alive than the Earth’s veiny pulse of  rivers and roads.
No, I am not him.
I am the afterbirth of  Hopes and Dreams,
twins who were a product of  miscarriage, 
and where I lie now,
is within the echoing finger snaps of  lonely poets,
and quiet dreamers.
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On the Count of  Three 
Jessica Jernack
“on the count of  three”
              she whispered
as sweat trickled down
   her crinkled brow
dowsing the nearly invisible hairs
    above her lip,
    the dirty spoon cooling
after being cooked
 above the lighter,
feeling the blood pump
to her fingertips
         gripping
  the syringe, 
its belly filled high
              with tar candy.
Restless eyes searching
                  across the pale arm, being
   denied of  blood
            as it’s being constricted
  by a muddy rubber-band
like a boa squeezing the life
    out of  fainting rabbit,
limp and willing
                at the boa’s mercy--
the tangles of  blue shows through
    the freckled-stained skin--
                  such a pretty sapphire vein,
  a little river beneath.
Salt touches her tongue
     as she parts her lips, allowing
  the sweat to enter
“three.”
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The Knives Alone 
Vincent Limbo
 She dreamt of  a vast and unforgiving darkness illuminated by a 
blaze akin to lightning. Except the darkness was a forest and she had not 
been asleep, but rather awake. It was the sound of  silverware scraping 
against porcelain that returned her to the waiters demanding special orders 
and spices wafting from garlic laced meat pies. The kitchen was a world 
enlivened by consistent chaos and she reveled in the high-octane situations 
that surfaced: an overcooked steak, a lack of  certain seasoning, and the oc-
casional botched-up meal. Such things molded her hands and nerves to the 
mechanical and repetitive efficiency of  chef  hood. They were a second skin 
to her. 
 Dulcet Quip was a restaurant of  considerable renown and served 
up the finest food money had to buy. Many an important dinner was 
catered to in this establishment and tonight’s affair was no exception. The 
particulars of  which were kept hushed, but she knew it involved a wealthy 
patron whose taste buds needed to be caressed in only the most sensuous 
of  ways. It required a success of  the utmost priority. The owner was cruel 
and specific: 
 “Whoever messes this up will be forced by my own hand to suck 
the shit from our toilet pipes. And that’s just for work. Wait until you see 
what I do for fun.” But the threat did nothing to her. Keira Reed was no 
stranger to performing under pressure. It was for the Dulcet Quip that she 
sweated the back of  her whites. It was home. She knew how to fight for her 
home.
 “Another four orders of  that stew!”
 “You and every other mother in this joint.”
 “Still waiting on the orders for my table!”
 “Crawl outta ma ass, why don’tcha you? It’s gettin’ dun!”
 “Fuck you, you Irish prick! Do your fucking job faster!”
 “Sweet mother of  Jesus Christ...we’re out of  leeks! And the lamb!” 
 “What?! How the hell did that happen? We restocked this morn-
    ing!”
 “I’m telling you, they’re gone! We’re getting cleaned out of  every-
    thing!”
 “Shit! What the fuck are we going to do?”
 “ENOUGH!” Emilio roared. He had the grizzled voice of  some-
one who’s seen far worse than any of  this. Keira thought about reincarna-
tion from time to time and whenever she did, she imagined Emilio as a 
warhorse in a past life the ones that galloped at trenched in machine guns
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during WWI. His audacity and piston-driven work ethic in the kitchen 
reeked of  decade long early morning rises and late night fallings. Emilio 
was a weary old soul. 
 “You two take inventory of  what we need and then you three 
come with me to get them,” He jabbed his Italian sausage finger at some 
new bloods and then to her. “Keira, hold the kitchen until I return. If  
any of  you value your jobs, you’ll listen to her and you’ll listen well!” Af-
ter they left through the side doors, the ones that let in bursts of  chilly 
alley air, the place went silent.
 Keira felt her co-workers burrow their eyes into her and thought 
back to when she first came here and Emilio flattered, “A kitchen will 
bleed in ways only a seamstress can stitch.” But this lesson was for a 
gentle girl, and Keira was neither of  these things now. She was a stain-
less steel iron that moved hard and fast to cauterize the wound. And she 
was good at what she did.
 Keira relaxed herself  the only way she knew how: by sharpening 
her knives. There was the flimsy one that she didn’t think much of  until 
it opened her palm while she filleted some fish, then the cleaver, which 
she thought resembled a guillotine. The twins with quirky personalities; 
one preferred meat and the other seafood; it took her a long time to cut 
well with them. And then the one she used to make a eunuch out of  a 
rapist one night as she walked back to her flat alone. Keira had names 
for these knives of  hers, real ones she never spoke in front of  people. 
They were names she whispered after washing them and kissing each of  
their handles goodnight. They were names reserved for the knives and 
the knives alone.  
 “Bring me the pig,” Keira said and she showed them her blades 
until it came.
 Keira took off  the head with two blows of  the cleaver, began 
drawing and quartering it with one twin, all the while thinking of  Dulcet 
Quip and the dual iron-wrought staircases that led up to the balcony 
above where people ate up high. It had no glass chandeliers, but there 
were lanterns that dangled from the arches and basked those below with 
a dim but comfortable glow. There was a bar in the basement that she 
and Emilio frequented after hard fought days and jazz bands that played. 
A wide porch encircled the entire restaurant where people could sit and 
eat with a spectacular view of  sunsets and moonlit skies over the open 
bay. 
 Someone brought her a squid she had asked for and she used 
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the other twin to take care of  it. Fruits and vegetables and salt and 
pepper and saffron and rosemary were handed over when they needed 
to be. Commands were given and sometimes barked. Keira exchanged 
spices with ones that she believed would brighten dishes and cleanse 
the palate from others. The beef  came and then the eel and the sunfish 
and the crabs and butter and chives and cartons of  heavy cream. She 
held the knives that stripped flesh off  bone, plucked bones out of  flesh, 
diced up innards and mashed them to a seasoned blend before stirring in 
savory bits of  severed tendons. 
 After she sent the food out, Keira slid into the bottom of  the 
poplar wood tub in the back of  the kitchen that had been used to stomp 
grapes into wine. But that was a long time ago and it has stayed in the 
bowels of  Dulcet Quip ever since. Keira liked to think of  it as a relic 
that held the ghosts of  everyone who ever bled from careless cuts in 
service to the restaurant and those who loved it as much as she did. 
She lit a cigarette and blew the smoke out of  her nose in slow billow-
ing plumes. It had taken her a long time to learn how to do that, how to 
hold it in her nostrils and release smooth and steady so it didn’t burn. It 
was how her mother did it long ago. 
 Her grandmother used to say that her mother had a darkness in-
side of  her, as wild and unknown as the forest in her dreams where the 
trees were made of  shadow. It was one that not even drugs and sex with 
strangers and brawls alongside that girl gang of  hers quelled; it crept in 
between her teeth and seeped out her eyes. She said and did things that 
made friends weep and curse her name, bloodied more faces than she 
bled her own wrists, and outnumbered the tattoos on her body with 
track marks. It wasn’t until she met the man who would become her hus-
band that some light was pulled out of  that darkness. Her grandmother 
said he was the one thing that brought out the best in her, other than the 
dirt bike she spent days riding whenever she felt cross.
 Keira remembered a lot of  things from her childhood. Remem-
bered the early mornings when her father woke her up with gentle hands 
and they prepared bacon and crepes and coffee for her mother before 
she woke. Remembered how her mother would put him in an arm lock 
to win an argument, how she smacked away his hand whenever he tried 
stopping her from tying his tie or icing a bruise he had. Remembered 
how after his funeral, her mother wouldn’t get out of  bed or eat or even 
talk. Remembered how she began riding her dirt bike outside for hours, 
how she gunned it until it roared and soared like it did in her olden days. 
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Keira remembered glimpses of  the darkness her grandmother told her 
about, the one she feared inheriting.
 Then, after days of  cooking for herself  the way her father 
taught her to, her mother woke her up with gentle hands. It was mid-
night and the sky was starless and murky, the kind of  murky you would 
get from swirling cream into coffee, only the color was farthest away 
from caramel. 
 “Let’s go somewhere.”
 “Where?”
 “Anywhere that isn’t here.” Her mother carried her over her 
shoulders because she felt the lightest out of  all her burdens. “A place 
where we can breathe.”  
She took her away from their quaint, brick house to the edge of  the 
woods at the bottom of  the hill where they lived. The bike looked beau-
tiful and untamed like her mother’s face and its headlights turned the 
shadowy trees into wood once more. Keira tightened her arms around 
her mother’s waist when her mother: “Stay close to me.” Neither of  
them wore helmets. It had felt crazy, but at the same time felt as right as 
her mother’s smile and the scent of  her embrace. 
 The forest was vast and unforgiving and her mother rode to 
meet it. She wove her dirt bike through the woods with such precision 
and celerity that it felt like the dirt bike itself  was a knife and her mother 
was using its light and motion to carve apart the abyss encompassing 
them. Keira cringed at every missed tree and mud-ramp jump, but she 
squandered the fear so long as her mother handled that knife of  hers. 
She never did find out the name of  that dirt bike. Her mother whispered 
it the same way she had said, “I love you,” to her father that one time 
when he brushed snow out of  her hair and she didn’t want anyone else 
to hear: silent, but full of  worth. 
“It’s not for me to tell,” her mother said while shaking her head, “It 
belongs to the bike.” 
 Emilio returned, as he always did, with both the young bloods 
and groceries in tow, but stopped when he saw Keira sitting and sipping 
a glass of  dark wine. It seemed that after eating the hearty seafood stew 
and crispy pork belly and squid ceviche and beef  carpaccio with pickled 
apple chutney and spicy arugula salad and the pan-seared squab with 
buttery lemon purée and a creamy panna cotta with a tiramisu core, that 
wealthy patron they needed to impress bought their most ancient vintage 
of  Amontillado and sent it as compliments to the chef. Had Emilio
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come sooner, he would have at long last heard the names Keira whis-
pered to her knives after washing them and kissing them goodnight. 










We are intertwined at the stem.
We met in the pit of  flesh,
a lace of  citrus sky above our heads.
The horizon leads me away 
    from you.
It pulls me toward it; I am an unfortunate raft,
crafted of  driftwood and daydreams.
What comes next?
The shore recedes farther every day.
I can’t wait for the ocean to swallow the island.
Hold it in your still-steady palms and think of  me,
of  all of  the sunsets we’ve watched beneath palm trees,
the starlight we’ve gathered on the sand.
Kiss my lips, stained with sea salt,
and sow my memory into the sea.
I will come for you again on any distant planet
when its waves greet you with spindrift.
Let my hand seep up your skirt like high tide,
and we will touch above the rocks, scar our backs,
dig sea stories into our skins.
Whatever lies beyond this morning will be forgotten 
when you run your fingers over your back again.
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A Poem Like Me
Jessica Freeland
Well, now you see me.
Here’s your chance to judge.
Because that’s what you do, right?
You sit there,
       eyes wide. . .
You bet I know it.
And you think I can’t feel.
You bet I feel.
So just keep doing what you do best,
          judge.
Analyze me.
Pull         me        apart.
I am stained by your ink and your eyes.
I am bleeding it all out. All that ink,
I am bleeding.
I mean, who am I to you anyway?
I know.
A pastime . . .
    A waste . . .
  something to laugh at on a Tuesday night.
Yes.
And no,
I don’t breathe like you.
No, I don’t feed,
But I speak.
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I can speak to you.
I can make you feel for once.
   . . . maybe.
To tell you the truth I’m just so sick of  the bleeding.
        the criticizing,
                   the scrutinizing,
        the staring and staining.
  
Then again who,
What is a poem like me without you?
. . .
Your goddamned eyes give me life.
Damn you.
     I’m a work of  art.
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Memoirs of  a Not Gay Man
Jennifer Maldarelli
 I am not gay. I wish I were, because then my parents would not be 
so disappointed. They tried for years to instill gay traits in me. I never was 
quite clear on their motivation. They were subtle in the beginning, dress-
ing me up in feminine “onesies” and playing show tunes as I slept. When 
strangers mistook me for a girl, my parents would be delighted to correct 
them. “Oh, no, no-no,” they would laugh. “This is our son. He just seems 
to love his pink. He is quite the character. Not old enough to tie his tap 
shoes, but we can already tell he is going to be fabulous.”
 On my fourth birthday, I got Barbie’s Aspen Dream Home with 
two Ken dolls. That same year, I started nursery school. My mother deemed 
my progress too slow and began setting up play dates with the most effemi-
nate boys in my class. She hoped I would catch the gay as if  it were chicken 
pox. 
 My prepubescent years were packed with extracurricular lessons 
designed to enhance any innate gay qualities I may have been hiding. Tap, 
jazz, ballet, and even modern dance turned out to be disastrous. My grand 
jeté usually ended up in kicking my own derriere. My parents tried a brief  
stint in ballroom, but quickly backed out when the instructor refused to 
accommodate their (I mean “my”) request for male partners. I went though 
vocal lessons, acting, and a wealth of  instruments. I have to give credit to 
my French tutor. He tried so hard. “Je jouir saucisse” became “jeh drower 
sauseeege” in my mouth.
 Nothing looked very promising until I began taking fashion design. 
I loved it. Not quite the fashion part, but the designing. By age twelve, I 
knew I had to hide anything incriminatingly non-flamboyant. I had a secret 
drawing pad filled with architecture I had become so adept at drawing. Like 
a corrupt businessperson, I had a second drawing pad with sketches of  
male haute couture.
 My parents were in constant denial of  my lack of  “fabulous-ness”. 
They were certain I just needed the encouragement of  gay peers and role 
models. So, they sent me to an all-boys’ Catholic school. After I hit puberty, 
my voice deepened and hair began sprouting in thick patches all over my 
body. Since I was at boarding school, I was able to secretly join a flag foot-
ball team. I dreaded going home for holiday. My shame was too obvious for 
my parents to deny. I tried wearing bulky sweaters to hide my muscles, but 
they knew. Their dreams of  having a “twink” son were dashed. I remem-
ber my father consoling my sobbing mother. “It’s okay, darling. Our son is 
obviously a gay bear”. This brightened her up considerably. She hiccupped 
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as she dried away her tears. “Yes, why didn’t I see it before? I knew my baby 
was more of  a top,” the veil of  denial firmly back in place.  
 Now don’t get me wrong. I love my parents. I appreciate every-
thing they did for me. I had a better childhood than most; as long as you 
ignore the year I was exclusively fed phallic foods, or the month my father 
wore sparkly lilac unitards everywhere, an effort to coax me into accepting 
spandex as a necessary closet accessory. I tried so hard to be gay for them. I 
really did….
 But then I met Denise.
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The Head and the Heart     Editor’s Choice
Tiffany Case
 There’s an urban legend in my old town that claims a man lives in 
the forest who can give you anything you ask of  him. Anything.
 I first heard about the man from a friend during my teens--at that 
time, I wanted to lose my virginity. I wanted to get fucked hard by this 
beautiful teenage demigod with a spotless  complexion in tight jeans. He 
was two years older than me, in some kind of  alternative rock band, and 
evidently knew Maynard Keenan on a personal level. I thought about him 
when I touched myself; I thought about him before class, during class, after 
class, at home, eating breakfast, changing my tampon. So one October 
evening, I ventured into the forest behind my high school, searching for the 
man who could give me what I wanted. 
 There’s a specific method to finding his house. You won’t find it 
at the end of  any one path, though there are many nature trails leading 
towards and around the Indian Reservation; you have to walk aimlessly until 
you become frustrated or hopeless and find yourself  wondering if  Anything 
is worth the effort. That’s the ritual, I suppose, or perhaps the poetry in it. 
Walking around in circles, searching for something until you reach the brink 
of  despair. Until you begin to realize your desperation is taking time away 
from homework and Skins. 
  I had told my parents that I would be home by eight o’clock. It 
was already eight., and I was beginning to grind my jaws. I walked down 
the narrow trails anxiously, jumped over fallen trees, tripped over thickets 
and logs, swatted away flies and jumped at every sound that rustled in the 
autumnal trees above. Then I found the fucker once I turned a bend in the 
path and saw an enormous clearing, surrounded by a circular structure of  
trees. 
 His home was nothing more than a ramshackle cabin. It was 
covered in ivy and smoke trailed up from his chimney like dragon’s breath. 
In the front yard lay dead animals, rotting, gross, totally gnarly, and rancid, 
some domesticated and some wild like deer and foxes. Some had been only 
bones for a long time, some looked fresh, swarming with flies and what-
not. 
 “Ugh,” I had groaned, stepping over the decaying body of  a ter-
rier. I pulled my hooded sweatshirt closer to my body (the souvenir one I 
got from whale watching in Florida) and knocked on the door, which was 
covered in claw marks and some faded bloody handprints. 
 There was no response for a while, but the door cracked open 
eventually. 
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 “Who is it?” asked the man who would give me Anything, peer-
    ing at me. 
 “Celeste Maybury,” I told him. “I’m here to get what I deserve.”
 (That’s what you’re supposed to tell the man when he opens the 
door, according to tradition).
 He opened the door and I stepped in. His hut was filled with 
human limbs hanging from hooks on the ceiling like dried meat, some 
of  strange beasts with several eyes and large teeth I could not recall 
existing in nature. On the shelves were the decapitated heads of  people 
who had gone missing in the town long ago. One wall was completely 
covered in human hearts nailed to it, some still beating, others very still 
and sleeping. There were some things floating in musty jars; bloody 
swords hung over the fireplace, along with the majestic head of  a 
unicorn mounted on cherry wood (which looks nothing like a horse 
in actuality, but a cross between a deer and a boar with golden tusks). 
There were shrunken heads strung over the greasy window like a chain 
of  paper snowflakes. It smelled like venison; something was boiling on 
the gas stove in the corner. 
 “Very cool,” I had told him. “Thank you for letting me in, by the 
way. I know you’re probably busy.”
 “Celeste,” said the man, sitting down at his table. Folding his 
legs, he began to peel away the skin of  an apple. “That’s a pretty name. 
Why did your parents name you that, Celeste?”
 “It was the name of  my mom’s favorite soap opera character.”
 “Ah,” nodded the man. “So sit down. Tell me what you want, 
and I’ll tell you what you have to do to get it.”
 I sat down.
 “Would you like to help me peel these?” he asked me, pushing 
a knife and waxy red apple towards me across the wooden table. “I’m 
making pie.”
 “No problem,” I said. As I began to peel, I told him what I 
wanted from him.
 The man nodded his head, as if  he had been expecting me to 
say this. “Are you sure this is what you want?”
 “Yes.”
 “Then find the boy and take out his heart.”
 I leaned back in the chair. “That sounds so cliché.”
 The man did not respond, but smirked while he peeled. 
 I continued. “But how? That’s so hard. What if  I get caught?”
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“I’m not here to tell you how to do it, Celeste. I’m here to tell you what 
to do. If that’s what you truly want.”
 I pondered for a while, sighing, weighing my options. I was 
sixteen. I wanted to wait until I was at least eighteen to take out a boy’s 
heart. 
 But I eventually agreed to do it and promised him that I would 
return soon. Then, one night a week later, I found the boy walking to the 
school parking lot after smoking with his friends behind the cafeteria. 
 “Connor,” I called out to him. I squeezed the knife in my coat 
pocket while I jogged. “Hey!”
 He looked up from unlocking his car door and swung his guitar 
case around to face me. He looked a little cold. I saw his breath in the 
cold night air. 
 “Yeah?” Of course, he was confused. I had never spoken to him 
in person, after all.
 “I just want to say,” I said, approaching him, “I really like you.”
 He only looked at me. His expression grew more uncomfortable. 
I liked the way his jaw looked in the lights of the parking lot. 
 “Uh,” he started slowly, “well...I’m sorry. But I have a girlfriend. 
Sorry, what’s your name again?”
 Then I kicked him against his car and stabbed him in the throat 
with my blade (a bowie knife stolen from my father’s collection). There 
was more blood than I had anticipated. It was difficult keeping him from 
making too much noise, and I did feel pretty bad for it. 
 Quickly, I dragged his body into the forest, which was right at 
the bottom of the slope beside the parking lot, and hacked at his chest 
until I could see his ribcage amidst all the torn muscle. Then, carefully, 
I took out Connor’s beautiful, beating, glistening red heart. It smelled 
rusty. I cleaned my hands with some wipes I had brought along. Before 
I left, I unzipped his pants, just to preview what I would have soon 
enough. Smiling, I put his heart in a small Tupperware container and 
went home. 
The next day, there were policemen in the parking lot. The entire school 
closed for the day.  
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 When I went in to the man’s house that afternoon, he was 
cooking a pot roast. He invited me to sit down and help him peel some 
potatoes to go with it. 
 “Do you have the heart?” he asked me.
 I took it out of its container. It was still beating, strangely 
enough. The man took it gently, examined it unsmilingly, and walked 
over to the wall of hearts. 
 “Here we go,” he said, nailing it to the wall with a hammer. Then 
he took a contemplative step back. “Very good. Now he can be yours.”
 “You mean, he’s my boyfriend now?”
 “Yes. He’s your Anything.”
 “What about the police and the investigation?”
 “Oh, I’ll take care of that. Tomorrow, it will be as if it never 
happened.”
 There was a silence in the cabin while I thought about his words. 
How the heart was still beating.    
 He’s your Anything.  
 “I have a question,” I asked after a while. “What are the most 
common things that people ask to have?”
 “Oh,” he sighed. “The same thing you asked for. It’s always 
about someone, isn’t it, Celeste? We define ourselves by the people we 
want. Sometimes people seek revenge, or prosperity, or influence; some 
want to get out of a death sentence. But most want love, whatever that 
is. I don’t understand why, Celeste. You’re young, so I was expecting 
it. But I just wish someone would come along with a better idea. Some 
creativity. Anything.”
 “Anything,” I repeated. 
 Before I left, I turned to him, who was standing at the stove, 
calmly stirring the contents of the pot.
 “I could have had Anything, right?” I asked him.
 “Yes,” said the man. “Anything.”
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 “I could have had the power to rule the world?”
 “Yes.”
 “I could have had the knowledge of the universe, superpowers, 
everlasting happiness, an angel as my best friend, anything like that?”
 “Yes. Goodnight, Celeste.”
 I stood there for a while, then left soundlessly. I would never 
return to his home, of course. You can’t get Anything twice. 
 The next day at school, Connor approached me at my locker. 
 “Hey,” he said, smiling in a strange way. He was wearing a Jesus 
and Mary Chain T-shirt. His hair was ruffled like everyone’s favorite 
rock star; his teeth were perfectly aligned.   His eyes, though, looked 
hollow, as if someone had taken away his vitality. “Celeste, right? What’s 
up?”
 I looked at Connor for a while, not caring about any of those 
things. “Nothing much.”
 “This sounds weird because we never talk, but, uh, I wanted to 
know if you want to, you know, hang out sometime.”
 I blinked. “Why do you want to hang out with me?”
 He shrugged, embarrassed. “I don’t know. I really don’t know. 
But you seem so cool. Sorry if this sounds fuckin’ weird. But I just have 
this weird feeling about you.”
 I shrugged. “I’m really not that cool, Connor. Besides, your 
girlfriend would mind.”
 “Girlfriend? I don’t have one. I broke up with her.” He smiled 
feverishly. “I think you’re really cute. We should chill sometime. When 
are you free?”
 “Not now, I have homework. See you around.”
 Then I left without even getting his number.
***
 When I got home after school, I slipped in Disney’s Beauty and 
the Beast on VHS and sat down on the couch. We were one of the only 
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families in the neighborhood who still had a VHS player. 
 Later, my mom sat down next to me and asked me about my day.
 “A boy asked me out,” I told her. 
 “Really? What did you say?”
 “No.”
 “Why?”
 I watched Belle and the Beast dance around while the fuckin’ 
teapot sang about enduring love. I thought about the man’s words. 
 I thought about that wall of hearts. So many hearts, tacked up, 
bleeding, beating, dying.
 “I think…” I sighed, “I think I can do better.”
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How to Write an Essay
Glenn Dungan
Essay. No. Let’s check Facebook first.
 You graduated with her. She’s pregnant. Go figure.
Back to Essay. Opening sentence. Forgot heading. MLA.
 She is online. Green dot. Should you talk to her? Is she expecting 
you to talk to her?
Back to essay. Need resources. Check internet. Facebook in tabs. First tab. 
Not second.
 Check Facebook. Four minutes have passed. Neighbor has a new  
 puppy. Name is Rex.
  You think it’s cute. Tell them so. Add a heart. Or a smiley. Every 
 one loves smileys.
Back to essay. Erase opening sentence. Not good enough. Check Facebook 
for inspiration.
 Attractive girl you haven’t talked to since sophomore year in high 
 school makes status irrelevant to your life.
   Go to attractive girl’s page. Mental note to peruse her pic
  tures later.
  Later is now. Skip current pictures and check for the sum 
  mer saga. Skin is showing. 
It’s like you are reaching second base.
Back to essay. Stated topic point and position. Okay. Cool. Pat on back. Go 
get snack. You deserve it. You return to your desk.
  Can’t do work while eating. See Facebook while on break.
 You are in a conflict with a close friend. Check to see if  their sta
 tuses are getting more likes than yours. 
     Friend unfriended you. What the fuck.
 Don’t resend request. That’s weakness. This is war. Friendship is 
 terminated.
  You are mad. You shake your head. You are mature.
Back to essay. Twenty minutes past. You leave room for something. 
You come back. Document on screen too long. It’s getting old. Check 
Facebook.
Feel lonely. Need validation. Write witty or relatable status.
 Wait in anticipation to see if  it gets likes off  the bat.
    Three in thirty seconds. Decide to leave up. 
Back to essay. Second paragraph. Due tomorrow in the A.M.
 Curious about nature of  status. Check Facebook.
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  Eight likes in three minutes. Cool. Acknowledgment.
Dopamine floods brain. It feels good.
 Two girls like your status. You think one of them is cute.
  They acknowledge you. Cool. Message them after essay.
Back to essay. Cute girl sends you friend request.
Is she attractive? Yes.
Facebook stalk her. 
Go to summer album.
NO!
 Facebook stalk yourself to make sure all of your pictures are in 
 order. You know she is looking you over now.
 Go to your profile picture. Compare likes with her. Gauge 
 popularity.
Mutual friends? Only several acquaintances. 





You’ll get it done eventually!
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Sitting on Polished Stones
Tiffany Case
Whenever I read, I don’t take it in 
because I’m too busy licking sea salt off your skin. 
You wanted to climb Jacob’s Ladder but it had splinters.  
I told you “your dreams were set like stones in a ring and that ring was 
too expensive.”
And you shrugged and said “nothing is too expensive if you just know 
how to steal.” 
Whenever I think, I think about hate
and cat paws and fir trees and burning at stakes.
We wore our rondels during arguments and kicked up dust in fights. 
Sitting there on the curb, I spotted the evening star.
And you asked “why we never chased it.”
I asked “why you never noticed it.”
Whenever I sing, I think about you.
And whenever I kiss his feet, I think about you. 
And whenever I think of Briar Lynn,









 I hated being in this school.
 There was a thick layer of  hopelessness on the walls that dulled 
the blue paint, scuffed the white floors, and fractured the moldy ceiling 
tiles. Repulsive. It always smelled like sweat or greasy cooking oil. Hor-
rendous. Bright florescent lights sought to correct this dark haze in vain, 
only creating a monotone buzz. Annoying. There were teachers in busi-
ness casual attire and chic professional hairstyles, trying to mold young 
brains when they were only stifling potential with tests that sought the 
mindless regurgitation of  trivia. These were useless mannequins trying 
to appear “clean” in a filthy environment. Pretentious.
 Every morning when the bell rang, I only heard doors closing. 
Those hollow echoes sent strong, frigid ripples through my veins as I 
tried to filter reality through sheer indifference, but that metallic sound 
lingered somewhere in between my ears.
 But the only thing I hated more than this school was myself. I 
kept coming back here every single day despite the numerous oppor-
tunities to flee for good; another day to start another year? Why? This 
monotonous cycle would continue for another two years, maybe beyond 
that if  my parents pushed me enough to college. This heartless institu-
tion had beaten mechanical mindlessness into me, despite my valiant 
resistance last year.
 Why couldn’t I leave? Plenty of  students would leave in the 
middle of  the day. If  I even tried to touch one of  the exits before the 
day officially concluded, I felt a sharp zap that made me concede to 
guilt. Whenever I looked around outside during gym, I saw barbed wire 
and minefields around the football and soccer fields known as teachers. 
So close, but not really—only cowardice.
 I was left behind to mingle among naïve know-nothings. Ev-
eryone around me was too happy. Even the kids trying to sleep or who 
wandered aimlessly through these halls with frowns—even those faces 
looked happy. It’s as if  they don’t know what reality is. There’s life be-
yond clubs, sports, and exams? No way, how disgusting.
 There wasn’t anything this school could offer me, just boring 
periods of  time with teachers who didn’t teach us to think. Extracurricu-
lar, none even remotely interesting to social recluses like me. Of  course 
there was employment, work, and paycheck. I was practically a full-time
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cashier. I wanted to do something productive with my time.
 Every day here, I always wanted to cry. I wanted to cry through 
every class. I wanted to cry on the way coming here. I wanted to cry on 
the way going home. I hated being here, but most of  all, I hated being 
me. I didn’t know why I couldn’t force myself  to run even though every 
nerve in my body told me to. I hated being too weak to do anything. I 
hated being someone who couldn’t change anything.
 I thought I’d try a creative writing class. Writing—one of  the 
very few outlets I had in this life. Maybe this would keep me sane. After 
all, if  I had to be here, why not?
 I found myself  in this small, dank classroom that looked exactly 
like every other room in this putrid school. Everyone had congregated in 
the back, so I sat in the front next to the window. My classmates looked 
happy. I knew they were talking about their summer, but they all spoke 
in frivolities that I couldn’t understand.
 I was lost and clueless, an outsider stuck inside an awful place, 
still yearning for the world beyond that filthy pane of  glass, slowly 
decaying in boredom—that sickening feeling sat in the bottom of  my 
stomach like a lumpy ball of  mud. That outside world looked appeal-
ing with its sunshine, fresh air, emerald grass, thus not being inside 
this school. Reality was beyond that window, relentlessly and callously 
marching along.
 The bell rang. The teacher jogged in with a huge pile of  paper in 
her arms. This person caught my attention. She was in sneakers forever 
stained with mud and grass pigment. The gray plaid flannel shirt she 
wore was too loose for her figure. Her blue jeans were fading with time 
and her frizzy brown hair tried to overtake her face. She wasn’t like all 
the others, who dressed in bright hues and designer-whatever. She didn’t 
wear makeup like the others; she didn’t have any shiny jewelry to impress 
us. A thin layer of  sweat covered her pale face, but she was breathing 
perfectly fine.
 She looked meek, but she spoke in a powerful voice when she 
apologized for her tardiness. It was a voice that commanded respect, yet 
recognized us as human beings. She placed her folders and books on 
her desk. The piles she had created would tip, as she clumsily moved her 
elbows around to gracefully catch papers before they could flutter to the 
ground. She rummaged through several drawers, throwing things up on 
top of  her desk, or onto the ground in search of  something with move-
ments akin to epileptic seizures.
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 When she finally retrieved a piece of  chalk, our teacher quickly 
drew a surprisingly straight line on the blackboard in one stroke with 
little effort. She turned around to face us. Her hazel eyes swept across 
the room in such a way that she was looking at human beings instead of  
students. The muscles in her face would twitch into frowns and smiles as 
she formed her first impressions of  us. She finally cleared her throat. I 
actually fixed my posture and leaned forward to hear what she would say 
next.
 “This is a line,” she said with a triumphant grin. “This is a line 
because that is what I’ve been told to call it. With a little imagination, 
this line can become….” She scrawled a single word behind her, without 
taking her eyes off  us: “HOPE.”
 Hope?
 The first thing I said to start my sophomore year: “So then, with 
a little imagination, can this class become hope as well?”
 That winning grin didn’t wane for anything. She threw her chalk 
on her desk and I heard it roll and break on the floor. I smirked. I knew 
the answer, but I wanted to hear it in her exuberant voice.
 “Of  course! Hope exists everywhere. If  you have the imagina-
tion to create hope out of  the mundane, then you’ll be able to do more 
than write a story. You’ll be able to find hope in misery. You’ll be able to 
live and achieve happiness.”
 With a soft chuckle, I muttered, “Fair enough.”
 “Welcome back to school, everybody. Who’s ready to turn this 




 It’s been so long since I’ve been seen. I mean people see me, 
but no one has ever seen me. You may be the first in a while. Every-
one just passes by without giving me more than a second thought. I’ll 
receive a few glances now and then, a turn of  the head maybe. But I 
never pique more than their curiosity. They see my cover before leav-
ing me alone. I remain sitting here on my bench, unmoving till the 
end of  time until I turn to dust. I have so much to tell you, though. 
I have so many words within me that I want to share with everyone 
that passes me. 
  I see many people pass by. All different types. The young and 
the old are always the ones that give me the most attention. As for 
anyone else, they walk by, blind to my presence. I don’t blame them 
though. There are many of  my kind around them, but we are a dying 
breed.  I remember a time when my kind was looked to for advice. 
Everyone crowded around, dying to know what was inside of  us. But 
now the majority of  us are passed and we treasure every person that 
takes the time to take in our stories. Even if  they never learn and fol-
low their ancestors’ lead. Just having someone there, that connection, 
is enough. 
 I remember the closest I’ve ever been with anyone. A tall 
strawberry-haired woman came into my home with her child. The 
little girl let go of  her mother’s hand and wandered. Gazing, curios-
ity filled her eyes as she gazed at the area surrounding her. She came 
up and stared directly at me. I’ll never forget when she put her hand 
on me. Her eyes were the color of  the trees outside my home that 
gave the air that stuck in her lungs. Her golden hair was tied back by 
a ribbon that her mother had given her. The tag hung off  of  it, but 
she loved just wearing it anyway. Her skin was soft and filled with 
life. Her mother came by, though, and pulled her away to examine 
my brothers. I remember the little girls voice saying as she was taken 
away. “Don’t worry, someone will find you soon.”  
 She was right;, after so long, you’ve come. You’re here to take 
me away from this bench on which I’ve dwelled for so long. This 
shelf  has categorized me as a hostage. You have no idea how happy 
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I am that you’ve come. Just the way you’re holding me. Gazing into the 
words that fill my soul, the words that fill me and make me who I am. It 
makes me feel alive. Something I haven’t felt in so long. You can learn 
the lessons within me by hearing what I have to say. Your eyes are analyz-
ing, filled with interest.  I love seeing people like that. It’s people like you 
that give me faith in this next generation.
 You’ve taken me from my shelf  and opened my cover. You’ve 
read through my soul. You know what’s inside me, things that those who 
passed me will never know. I’m glad you came here today. The amount 
of  people that enter my home are decreasing all the time. Thank you for 
coming to the bookstore that is my home. I remember seeing you come 
here before. You would always leave with a few of  my brothers with a 
smile on your face. The excitement of  adventure fills you. I can see that 
clearly, to know more about the characters that fill my pages. To see them 
escape from the perils that wait them and the challenges they must face. 
 Wait-please don’t go. Don’t put me down, don’t close me. Why 
can’t you hear me? Why doesn’t anyone hear me? Please don’t leave me! I 
don’t want to be alone anymore.  
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King                                                      Editor’s Choice 
Kevin Kohlhauf
The universe is our only ruling King,
whose royal decree thus states:
Childhood is a boy running down the street,
hand-in-hand with his vice and savior,
Ignorance--from this friendship he is sold
into the calamity of  captivity.
Adolescence is the hope of  a man not yet ready
to face the reality of  his chains
that lock tightly across his knees, his wrists,
and his pale, sunken face.
Adulthood is the numbing contentment 
with which flesh and blood 
has morphed itself  as one
with the rusted steel links of  false enlightenment.
Death is the vestige of  what never escaped,
the empty sound proceeding freshly fallen snow
that doesn’t quite melt, but continues
to pile on and on.
Yet even the King, cruel and hard,
weeps from atop his starry castle,
for in his unending wisdom he knows
a grievous truth that hides away . . .
Life is a slave,
longing to be set free.
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I Want a Love                                                     
Jessica Jernack
I want a love who will kiss my wrists
and with his lips sigh how beautiful
my skin feels.
His fingers to tangle in my hair 
cranking my neck forward, exposing
my spine to jut out, feeling his tongue
grazing down its jagged path.
I want a love who will tickle my feet
as I sleep with feathers that came from
the pillows the other night. 
And with his teeth to bite
my inner thigh, stirring me awake
with curled toes; a devious smile on his
face that only I would know what he craved.
I want a love natural as nature.
Gentle, as the rabbit scurries along;
wild, as the wolf  hunts it down.
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Touch Lonely                                                     
Mike Skehan
 A cascade of  oily water smattered the pavement as Victor brought 
the old red Ford pickup sputtering to a quick stop near the curb. He met 
a pair of  wild green eyes encircled by dark, moist flesh in the rearview. 
Through the open passenger window, he returned the apprehensive stare 
of  an old homeless man dressed in a tattered gray sweatshirt and jeans, sur-
rounded at his feet by packed trash bags. His beard was old moss swaying in 
the wind.
 “You need a ride, my friend?”
 “I ain’t got that kind of  money, son.” his mouth flapping at one 
corner as he spoke.
 “That’s fine.”
 “You lookin’ to impress me into one of  those chain gangs?”
 “What?”
 “How ‘bout my back, huh? I ain’t got no spine left. I can’t be mov-
ing heavy shit around. I can’t work, see?” He turned and held his hands 
straight, as though he were getting measurements taken.
 “Look, man, I notice that you’re at this bus stop here. That means 
you gotta get somewhere, right? So why don’t you come with me instead? 
I’ll take ya there no charge. No kidding.”
 Both men were now yelling over the mass transit bus roaring up 
the hill, the old man oblivious to the fact that he was about to miss it.
 “You tryin’ to rape me or something? Some sick mutherfuckers out 
there who’d do that, I hear.”
 “No! I’m just trying to do something nice. So-”  The old man final-
ly registered the passing bus, followed its wispy exhaust trail with widening 
eyes. He stamped his far-from-white Reeboks into the pavement.
 “That’s my bus, man! You made me miss my bus! How’m I gonna 
get back now?” As if  on cue, the raindrops began to fall after a long, low 
rumble of  thunder. Victor reached over and pulled the handle on the pas-
senger door.
“Hop in.”
The old man gripped his bags with grimy hands and hauled them into the 
truck. Victor began putting them in the small space behind the seats. He 
held his hand up to pinch his nose.
 “What’s in these bags? Smells like shit.”
 “You want me out, asshole, I go out,” he said, stuffing the last bag 
behind the passenger seat. “I thought Nice Guy was gonna give me a god-
damn lift.” 
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 “No, no, it’s fine … so where are you headed?”
 “Sloatsburg, New York,” he said quite matter-of-factly.
 “That’s...”
 “New York State, pal.”
 “Of  course it is.”
 “You wanna take 17 until”
 “I know where to go.”
 “You know, son, you’re in an awful mood for wanting to do some-
thing nice, you know that?”
 “Don’t worry about my mood, okay?”
 “Oooh, so this is where the real you comes out, yeah? You gonna 
kill me now, or rape me, or get me caught up in some kind of  human traf-
ficking gig?”
 “No!”
 “Then why you acting like a pickled crab?”
 “I’m- I don’t know - This just wasn’t what I was expecting?”
 “Not what you were expectin’? You pickin’ up a scab off  the street 
like me and expectin’ somethin’ all peaches and roses?” He sounded a hol-
low nasally laugh.
 “I was expecting a little gratitude.”
 “Oh you were, were ya? Well, hey Joe, thanks a million!”
 “You don’t mean that.”
 “’Course I do!” He held out a desolate palm. “Put her right there!” 
Victor frowned and shook. He could almost feel the marrow weakly flowing 
through the bones in his hand.
 “Victor,” he said.
 “Real funny. I had a distant relative named Victor. He died in the 
service of  the Confederate States of  America! Took a cannonball through 
the tummy!”
 “I’m sorry to hear that.”
 “Mmm. Called him Quicktor cause he was so nimble. Wasn’t too 
nimble that day!” He slapped his knee, laughing. 
 “Ha ha ha.”
 “Yessir. Hey, you know this ain’t too bad. I mean it, Vinny.”
 “Victor.”
 “Right-o. You’re all right.”
 “You’re swell, too. What’s your name?”
 “Me? Oh, I don’t got one. Whoever Momma was might a’ given me 
one, but thinkin’ back there things get a little foggy. You can call me Flynn. 
Sounds like a real good old homeless man name, dunnit?”
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 “Yeah. Well I’m glad you’re enjoying yourself.” 
 Flynn stroked his beard and stared out the rain-smeared window. 
Victor glanced back at the bags. They looked filled to capacity with garbage: 
plastic containers with food bits stuck to them, bottles with no tops, and 
various pieces of  trash had all spilled out of  some of  the bags onto the 
floor.
A heavy sigh carried his thoughts back to the morning, which still felt like a 
dream to him. 
 Logic had once again wrapped its frosty fingers around his neck. It 
dragged him through too familiar processes stuck in his mind like petrified 
trees, whose flash-frozen limbs extended into darkness. As he spent the 
entire day cruising down unfamiliar streets towards his ultimate destina-
tion, working up the courage to do what he had to do, that mind of  his was 
cleared and primed for a few final tasks.
 He just had to find someone.
But as he and that someone rode on in rotten silence, Victor was unsure of  
whether he picked the right person. Flynn turned from the window.
 “Why’d ya pick me up anyway?” Victor rolled his eyes.
 “Just to do something nice.”
 “I don’t buy that one.”
 “Why not?”
 “Everybody’s got motives, Vin, and none of  them’s ever the good 
kind. Oh sure, you know, you hear people donating money to organizations, 
real good samaritans, yeah? But deep down, it’s all about how good they 
look to everybody else for doin’ it. I tell ya, everybody’s got motives and 
they’re never for real good reasons. It’s impossible.”
 “Oh don’t worry; mine are.”
 “You don’t look it and you don’t sound it.”
 “I’m not hauling you and your trash around for a therapy session, 
okay?”
Flynn turned again to stare at the blurred cliff  faces. They’d just crossed the 
state border into New York. The thruway was screaming below bald tires. 
Victor felt a weighty lump in his chest. His breathing became more rigid. 
He looked at the old man and back several times through blinking eyes, as 
though his head were swaying to some solemn tune.
“I decided that I’m gonna kill myself  before the sun comes up tomorrow. I 
wanted to do something nice for someone before I ended it, okay?” Flynn 
arched an eyebrow and cackled, holding his withered hands to his stomach.
 “It’s not funny.”
 “Sure it is.”
 “NO it’s not.”
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 “Hm-hm-hm. Ain’t that something.” He wiped at a grimy corner 
of  his eye.
 “What?”
 “That you wanna off  yourself  and I’m sitting here happy as a man 
can be. And I ain’t got nothin’.” The irony may as well have slapped Victor 
across the face.
 “You’re crazy, that’s all.”
 “Naw. But lemme ask you something, boy: how’d you get so down 
and out?”
 “I’m lonely.”
 “Hah. HA HA HA! Lonely? Shit, what year is it? I know what you 
got! You just touch lonely!” 
 Victor only stared ahead at the road through reddened eyes. “All 
you fools crack me up. Lonely. What’s that? Tell me somethin’ bud, you ever 
have a girl?” Victor’s mouth flew open and a torrent of  soggy, embarrassing 
words came gushing out.
 “She was the best thing to ever walk into my life and I let her go 
just like that. She said I didn’t work hard enough for her, that I was just an-
other kid. She told me that she regretted everything with me! Can you even 
imagine? Can you? How do you tell that to someone you spent the last five 
years with? I hate it. I hate myself. ”
 “You ever think it ended for a reason there, Valentino? How about 
you come with me and”
 “You think you’re going to solve my problem? My other half  left 
me. Everything I ever could have asked for in a girl is gone now, probably 
on the other side of  the country.”
 “Lemme ask you this: Whadja like about her?”
 “Oh, she had the most beautiful smile”
 “No, no, I mean whad’ya get out of  that girl?”
 “You mean what did I get out of  our relationship?”
 “Roger.”
 “Well, we introduced each other to so many new things, like books 
and … websites. We hung out a lot and enjoyed each other’s company. 
And… I can’t really think right now. There’s more, of  course. I just, I don’t 
know right now, okay?”
 “Sounds like a case of  bullshit to me. I think you miss that body, 
not that brain. And something more is, all you young bucks going around 
after messing with a girl who never called you back and you all down in 
the dumps about it. I say good! Forget her if  she wants to forget you. And 
as for you, you ain’t lonely at all. You know who’s lonely? Your dick, that’s 
who; you all touch lonely. Don’t go around like an asshole wishing you were 
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dead cause it didn’t work out with your girlfriend. Fucking guy. You gotta be 
honest with yourself. And you know what else, Vincenzo?”
 “I-what?”
 “You just went and picked me up for attention, simple as that. You 
weren’t gonna off  yourself, not by a long shot. I might be homeless, boy, 
but I know what makes me happy. That’s a thing that comes from you, not 
somebody else. If  I was depending on other people for my happiness, I’da 
been swinging from a tree thirty years ago.” Victor wrenched the car over 
to the side of  the road. They had just entered the town now, and he decided 
this was far enough.
 “Get out.”
 “Hey thanks, pal. My stop was right over there anyway.”
 Victor shut his eyes and placed his hands in his lap. He heard the 
rustling of  bags and the slam of  the passenger door. After a while, he 
drove down the street. Coming up on his left was Flynn. He was standing 
beneath a sign hung over a windowless building; that sign’s neon tubes were 
fashioned into the image of  a naked woman lying sensuously on her back. 
Victor slowed down, and could only look at him with his mouth open. The 
old man called to him:
 “Spare me a few dollars?”
 Victor drove off  down the street, peering into his rearview. Flynn 
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Cast Party Crescendo                                                   
Kyle Kowal
The lady lies sprawled on the un-love seat--
broken bottles and spilled sangria set the scene.
The once feng shui furniture appears incoherent-- 
pushed up against the walls abruptly
with clothing thoughtlessly tossed into potted plants.
Nameless nobodies and forgotten faces
blur blissfully in a damned, drunken twilight,
stirring this cheap wine-induced nightmare
In a half-forgotten daze.
What started innocently enough
ended in clumsy shameful shambles.
The chaste child lost her cherry
to the thieving thespian prematurely. Unplanned.
Many more mistakes still yet remain riddles--
each hidden in hearts, hindering healing.
As cast parties go 
this show offered no signs of  the serious problems 
celebrating could create. Tame were the rehearsals.
When did these inner demons emerge?
What warning would have prevented this from happening?
It was the ensemble, enraged from feeling inferior and ignored
that brought the booze and rolling papers ripe with reefer.
It was the seductive lights dealing dangerous decisions, 
and party crashers bringing swarming chaos
that led the leads to letting loose.
Twisted tongues familiarizing freckles around helpless lips--
One track minds losing sight of  the festivities--
Shot after shot. 
Slurring, stumbling, slobbering. Sloppy.
STOP. 
Shouted silently.






And the Lion Roars No More                                                   
Garrett Hoffman
Sixteen years long has the Lion`s roar
echoed through our small slice of
suburbia, scaring the rebel rodents and
terrorizing the fleeting feathered fowls.
Her occupation of  the Southern Jersey
savannah has been as complete and
total as the fear she has bestowed
begrudgingly in the very skin of  her victims.
Her stalking stare was known as the 
Green Flash amongst the stalks of
grass, the last bit of  light reflected 
by the sun before darkness followed, swallowing her prey. 
Families, lone-wolves, and colonies alike
weren`t safe from her snow-pawed
clutches as she roamed her domain,
a divinely born queen.
She bore her proud head as any noble matron
would, with a grace and dignity that 
the gold-threaded title of  her station
awarded her.
The world did not
simply live under her sway, it
existed within, and (rightly so) found itself  all
encompassed, by her and her alone.
Our Virgin Sorcerous seduced the
souls of  men with her Green Flash and
quelled their righteous spirits with her
unparalleled, uncontainable, exploding tone. 
Her complexion was akin to that
of  a floating cloud minced with a 
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touch and taste of  unbridled flame 
that takes no heed from the wind.
She was as brutal a lover as a Spartan,
as dainty and crafty as an Athenian,
as well respected as a Myrmidon and
as influential as the gods upon the peaks of  Ida. 
Her memory will, for all time, be branded
onto the minds of  those who worshipped
her, feared her, loathed her, and above all loved
her. Although her roar may be silenced
upon Earth, her raging screams will remain






Fur or: The Beauty Beneath My Bristles                                            
Ryan Oxild
 From the fur of  my collar to the buttons of  my breast, I live a 
coat’s life the way a coat was meant to live. Upon my untimely birth, I was 
shipped from the gallows of  an Egyptian casbah off  to the rural rolling 
hills of  India. There, a skilled clothing worker crafted me between the fin-
gers of  his hand; fastidiously he worked, the silk interwoven like notes to a 
symphony, each lace delicately intertwined until the final product was born. 
I became existent. I was a coat then and I am a coat today.
 Many overlook this, the life of  a coat. The lives of  the inanimate 
are not so much lives but rather spectators. We are innocent bystanders, 
subject to clever manipulation, undulating with the ebb and flow of  the 
world. We are cursed to watch as time goes on, speculating upon the pecu-
liar habits of  the humans who’ve borne us. All the while we want to reach 
out and touch, but we remain still, stagnant, ever vigilant. I am glad to say 
I’ve done my civic duty, being that of  shielding many a girl from the rain 
and the wind. Though I’ve had my drawbacks. I’ve been dragged through 
the dirt and the muck. 
 Tumble dry, set to low. That’s my I.V. All ailments lying between 
peril and myself  could literally be washed away with half  an hour in the 
delicates batch and half  a cup of  detergent. At least that’s the way it is now, 
as I vaguely recall hazy memories of  washboards and church hymns. I be-
lieve humans envy this resilience, as though a simple act condoning cleanli-
ness could wash their slate clean, reset them to even, and cancel all malfunc-
tion…though there’s a natural wear and tear in everything.
 Anyhow, with great pleasure do I signify to the reader that I haven’t 
always occupied this delicate, skillfully woven form. Nay, as it would hap-
pen, great beasts of  the wild wore me as they tamed the African jungle, 
the bones of  a food pyramid masticated in their mouth. I was a symbol of  
confidence and prowess, a true-to-life fur coat, gallivanting on the forest 
floor, basking in my monarchy. Perhaps it was ironic that man struck me 
down one day. One crack of  a call I’d never heard before, and the beast that 
wore me unleashed a guttural growl and collapsed. Call it a technicality. The 
natural hierarchy had taken a drastic turn as the gun’s barrel made its revolu-
tion. 
 It was then that I was dragged and cut from my core like a machete 
striking tree bark. With the exception of  a millimeter hole that later passed 
for a button-stitch, I was untainted. The flesh hadn’t been scarred; I was 
ripe for the picking. And with the great beast now a whisper in the wind, all 
before him was appraised by the sincerity of  his flesh. As I’d been
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exchanged from hand to hand, I found myself  more than my comfortable 
share under deck of  cargo ships stuffed claustrophobically into a crate.
 One man who owned me found me better suited as a gift. To eight 
women, he’d blessed me, and from eight women I’ve been tossed out of  
a window, furfuraceously stretched upon the then dirt road, now gravel. I 
suppose he felt a need to seem luxurious. Often times, his eyes could be 
coated in gold, though the only true item of  significance he’d ever owned 
was me. I, this magnificent coat, found myself  at the neighboring end of  
a handshake from an Israeli garment dealer, 20 quid and three cartons of  
cigarettes. 
What’s always been stirring in my mind is this wonderment that I’d never 
been set unto his skin. He was particularly short-winded. He hadn’t much 
of  a thirst for fashion. At least it is known that his socks never matched, 
and perhaps there is no better fitting description of  a man. As it would 
happen, I was reserved for the velvety skin of  a woman. His type: broody 
figure and all the while slim, polite ebony under tones veering the border 
of  mauve, dark wavy hair caressing the arches of  her face, and the eyes of  
Adonis. Perhaps I just better complimented feminine beauty. 
 In any case, I’m a prize possession. I’m a heavily treasured ro-
mance to every woman he’s ever been with. Overlooking the banks of  the 
Seine, on a Parisian bridge, underneath the theatrical scenario provided by a 
streetlight, there stands he, his woman, and I. I was always there. Some girls 
like diamonds, some theater tickets, and sometimes all a girl wants is to be 
enveloped in a cocoon of  beauty. Under this pretense, she became a trophy.
 As I’ve said, I’ve experienced the hardships associated with the 
eight wrong women, and eight times have I been dragged through the 
muck. Each time, I pick myself  up again, staring as a small child does at an 
adult, basking at his bigness as he simply remarks, “good riddance,” but not 
for me. I’d missed resting on shoulders. Only did I feel alive when blanket-
ing those who were.
 And on one humid day, hung up to dry for an unspeakably long 
time in a closet, my master, growing ripe with age, his liver saturated with 
alcohol, decided his love life had come to a magnificent stagnation. He’d 
concluded that he no longer had use for a coat such as me. After all, I’d 
spent the past several years in a closet collecting dust, breathing moldy air 
seeping in through the upholstery as the sun peaks in through cracks, and 
dust wanders aimlessly through the air like flies. My master, now nearing 
poverty, re-evaluated his life choices and, letting the air escape from the 
closet, looked upon me once again with those eyes of  gold I’d longed for. 
His look: nostalgic for the women he’d wrapped me around, of  their gor-
geous bodies embracing my inner sanctum. Like a body bag, he packed me
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away in a canvas bag, shielding me in a vacuum of  dark. When next I came 
to, I was hanging near the tail end of  a novelty shop.
 150 pounds was the price on my head. The shopkeeper gave him a 
significant bar tab for the following two nights. I was half  insulted with the 
insinuation of  a mere hundred fifty dollars, but all in the same amazed by 
such a price. I was half-heartedly taken from my master, though I couldn’t 
really blame him. He’d needed to drape himself  in finery one last time be-
fore his clock turned to a stop.
 So there I’d rested, hung from a swiveling clothes hanger neighbor-
ing an out-of-date duster coat and tufted wool sweater. My neighbors were 
prickly in nature. The lot of  us found ourselves calling out for attention. As 
it would turn out, I’d gone decidedly out of  style, granted under my follicles 
of  fur lay a layer cake of  dust. Indefinitely labeled a “raggedy investment,” 
we rested near a table of  handbags for years. Every so often some half-
intrigued shop-goer would come around to dip their beak, but after a brief  
once-over, would rotate back around and return to whence they came. 
 After quite some time, perhaps fifty years or so, though time loses 
individual value as it builds up like layers of  earthen undergrowth, the shop 
came to a screeching halt in wake of  a great depression. Business slowed 
to a stop, as passersby understood that in order to afford the finer things 
in life, they’d need to first afford the basic necessities. As my price tag 
declined in value, I’d exchanged hands a number of  times, until I and as it 
would happen, a number of  my neighbors, ended up in front row seats to 
the backstage of  a film studio. Wardrobe department. Once again, I hadn’t 
found my place amongst the more palpable clothing and lay in the back of  
a rack in some chilly storage room as picture after picture was conducted to 
help improve morale in time of  war.
 So one day, the studio became conscious of  a contract dispute with 
Michael Curtiz’s Casablanca and in a fit of  expendable rage, sought out to 
release a picture with a similar plot and a different name. As the costume 
designer perused wardrobe for Ilsa Lund’s “new look,” she lingered fairly 
near me. After browsing the selection, she stumbled upon a gorgeous 
cherry-colored Chesterfield just a couple coats down; the type a pretty girl 
might wear on some late-night outing across town.
 Pressed between her wrist and her breast, she sported a clipboard 
named “Brill,” and behind her trailed a woman of  considerable intrigue, 
likely an actress. As the two motioned down the aisle, the costume de-
signer had asked the actress for an opinion. This girl I now recognize as 
“Brill” pondered over the Chesterfield. The twenty-seven seconds she’d 
spent looking at that coat felt longer than the great expanse of  time my life 
already offered. Then her gaze fell upon me. I don’t know what it was 
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she’d thought, whether pity or perhaps the need for that old once-famous 
look, Miss Brill had a twinkle in her eyes. “This is nice, but… I kind of  like 
that coat over there. The…fur one...I don’t know. I guess it just seems like a 
good match.”
 The costume designer turned to her and said, “That old thing? 
That’s been sittin’ ‘round here for yees. Sweety, I don’t think anyone’s gon-
na’ get along with that coat unless you were starrin’ in a low-class porno.” 
To which Miss Brill retorted, “Don’t say that. I like it. I prefer it to this old 
bloody Chesterfield.” 
“Geez, okay, the coat’s yaws, but if  the big guy asks, it was yaw ideer,” and 
with one last gust of  wind from her mouth, the costume designer retreated 
to the door marked “stage left” as Miss Brill caressed the spaces in between 
my fur.
“Take it home wit’ ye,” a voice echoed through the stage left door. “It’d just 
lie around othawise.”
 To those of  you who were wondering, she starred in the picture. 
The picture didn’t make much. The picture wasn’t too renowned. The pic-
ture was both the beginning and the end of  Miss Brill’s film career. The flop 
she’d been party to had served to be her judge, jury and executioner.
 Thereafter, she’d sort of  floated through life. Some years had taken 
their time passing. Some had come and gone more quickly. She’d found 
solace in travel, though fostering the idea of  settling down had seriously 
hampered her airline miles. Before long, she’d found herself  in a Parisian 
flat, lecturing students who hadn’t half  the heart to interpret her teachings 
in the real world. Only did she ever taste nostalgia when entertaining an 
elderly man with a voice of  velvet and newspaper headlines.
 But, contrary to my prior master, whose brain had long since 
entered a state of  permanent and indiscriminate dream, she’d never found 
it in herself  to send me out to pasture. I oftentimes found her brush-
ing my fur for fear of  misuse. She’d never stored me away in a closet, but 
rather draped me over the back of  a kitchen chair, where I was subjected to 
unconditional warmth, as her late-night consumption of  Chinese felt like 
making love. She’d wash me when I needed washing; she’d brush me when 
I needed brushing. Though to me she was the definition of  success, she’d 
marveled at the fur of  her coat.
 To simply envelope herself  with fabric was the equivalent to a late 
outing on the town. And as she passed the theaters of  compositions and 
ballets whilst walking down the street, she’d feel like royalty and chuckled to 
herself  about how pressing it must be to have to attend all of  those events. 
But when it came down to it, her sole hobby was that of  watching her fel-
low city-goers in the park and living through their lives, though their 
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blatant refusal to acknowledge her was alienation enough. I could feel her 
muscles tighten beneath my fur one day as she hung her head and walked 
mechanically back to her domicile a thousand miles from home.
 As she skipped her usual meet and greet with the baker, I could feel 
the nails hammering into my coffin. For the very first time, she’d stored me 
away in a box that day. Though I could tell it’d only be a short vacation until 
she returned to herself. After all, it was I that kept her warm when she slept. 
I was the comfort that the sheets could not provide. This was my purpose, 
my niche. Miss Brill, for all intents and purposes was I. She was the beast 







Tiffany Case was raised by wolves in the Siberian wilderness. It is be-
cause of  this tough upbringing that she is able to brave the harsh in-
dustries of  creative writing and illustration with poise and grace. Ever 
since she was six, she has enjoyed the fulfilling past time of  starving 
artistry, and aspires to complete the B.F.A. program in Animation/
Illustration at Montclair State University. She enjoys Celtic New Age 
music, Brooke Candy, the occult, birds wearing sweaters, and comic 
book lore. Besides writing and drawing, Tiffany enjoys long walks on 
the beach and ritually slaying lambs in sacrifice to the horned god. 
Her favorite authors are Neil Gaiman, Alan Moore, Vladimir Nabo-
kov, Gene Wolfe, and Grant Morrison. Amongst her favorite movies 
are Pan’s Labyrinth, Avatar, Ghost World, and Disney’s Tarzan. She 
currently resides in London, England, in an abandoned Gothic cha-
pel with her pet bat. Just kidding. She lives on campus. 
Annalyce D’Agostino, most commonly referred to as “Annie”, is a 
freshman  studying Communication and Media Arts. Having always 
loved the arts, Annie is overjoyed about her debut in the magazine. 
She accepts the challenge of  discovering the hidden art that sur-
rounds her each day and thrives on the beauty of  self-expression. 
Through her work, Annie aspires to reveal the wonderment of  the 
world and the everyday magic that is so often overlooked.  
Sean Fineran is a crazy kid who loves his cartoons. He hopes one 
day to move to the fabled land of  Canada and use his Animation/
Illustration major to make his own cartoon, possibly with dinosaurs, 
ice skaters, piles of  garbage, who knows what else and/or all of  the 
above.
Jessica Freeland is a Senior at Montclair State University. Her majors 
include English and Latin with teacher certifications for both. She is 
the Vice-President of  the National Society of  Collegiate Scholars,  a 
member of  Golden Key and Kappa Delta Pi, Fundraising Chair for 
the Smile Station, as well as, The Normal Review’s Poetry Editor. 
Aside from her love of  all things literature and music, Jessica enjoys 
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bonfires, food, and adventures.
Katie Gaffney hails from the Appalachians. She double majors in Nu-
trition and World Domination. Her heart is like a tidal basin - it is full 
of  gratitude for this publication.
Garrett Hoffman-My name is Garrett Hoffman. I have been writing 
poetry for nearly six years and have been writing fiction for three. I 
am currently a senior at MSU and plan to go into publishing after 
college. Some of  my biggest inspirations are Robert Frost, T.S. Eliot, 
Anne Sexton, Wallace Stevens, Jack London, J.R.R. Tolkien, and 
Douglas Adams.
Jessica A. Jernack, born and raised in Jersey, aside from her years 
living in California and New York, began writing poetry in the fifth 
grade. Her first true reading experience was R. L. Stine’s books, which 
fueled her with ideas and inspiration. With the encouragement of  her 
mother, family, and friends, she kept writing since then, developing a 
love for poetry. Besides her love for poetry, she is a sucker for a furry 
face (considering she has six dogs) and her dream is to one day visit 
Japan, Tokyo. She attends MSU as an English major, and after gradu-
ation she wishes to go for her Masters in the Arts of  Teaching. Aside 
from wanting to be an English teacher, her life’s goal is to publish her 
own poetry book.
Ashiera Jones is a Justice Studies major with concentrations in Inter-
national Justice and Justice Systems, this is here third year attending 
Montclair State University where she is expected to graduate in May 
2014. Ashiera has been writing poetry since 4th grade. She continued 
writing through middle school, during her high school years, the writ-
ing came to a temporary close. It wasn’t until her first year at MSU 
upon meeting the Speaking Through Silence family that she began 
to write again. Since then she has had poems published for the Poets 
Security Force, and is actively exploring other venues of  writing. In 
the future Ashiera hopes to be the owner of  several non-profit orga-
nizations that focus helping victims of  human trafficking and helps 
prevent future incidences of  modern day slavery. She would like to 
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thank her beautiful Speaking Through Silence family for helping her 
find the voice she thought was lost. 
Michael B. Keane is currently a Senior Student at Montclair State 
University. He will be receiving a Bachelor Degree in English and 
Film along with minors of  Creative writing and Classics in May 2014. 
Michael B. Keane is currently the Editor-in-Chief  of  Montclair’s 
Literary Magazine “The Normal Review” of  which he has been apart 
of  for the past 4 years. He has 3 published stories and Artwork as 
well as 1 self-published novel. Michael is also the director and screen 
writer of  many different short films as well as having the opportunity 
of  working on many other sets. 
Vincent Limbo is comfortable with burying his face into warm laun-
dry and taking mighty whiffs. His favorite past-time is re-enacting 
dramatic scenes from favorite films and t.v. shows in the shower. 
People can hear him sometimes because he’s that loud and obnoxious 
in there. He dances inappropriately whenever something spectacular 
occurs. One of  his room-mates filmed him doing so. It took him a 
while to find it, but he’s finally found a place to go every Tuesday 
night. He likes the people there. Vincent calls it “home” for lack of  a 
better word.
Jennifer Maldarelli works on a farm and owns an extensive collection 
of  stilettos. She also owns a spoiled poodle mix named Alexander 
the Great. Twice a year Jennifer gets the inclination to rearrange my 
bookshelves but only get around to the first two shelves before get-
ting pulled into an old favorite. She is a realist.
Diane Mangru is a Senior at Montclair State University.  She is a 
student in the Dual Degree Dual Certification Program under the 
Center of  Pedagogy.  She will be receiving her Bachelor Degree in 
English.  She is currently the Editor-in-Chief  of  “The Normal Re-
view” for the past 4 years, as well as a member of  Speaking through 
Silence for 2 years.  In addition, she served as a tutor in the Center 
for Academic Development and Assessment for English and Linguis-
tics.  Upon completion of  her Bachelor Degree, Diane will continue 
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as a graduate student at Montclair State University to earn her MAT 
and certifications to teach English, ESL, and Special Education in the 
secondary education field.
Johnny Muller is a worrier.
Ryan Oxild is a sophomore student of  English with a background in 
editing and a specialization in fiction writing. He has had numerous 
published works. His biography includes, but is not limited to: part-
time journalism columnist, as well as conducting in-depth studies of  
both theatre and 19th century poetry. He enjoys a steady regiment of  
relaxation, exercise, and burying his nose in the vanilla-scented lignin 
of  archaic books.
Danielle Pollaro is a writer, feminist, and blogger. She writes poetry 
as well as prose. She is inspired by Margaret Atwood and Jeffrey 
Eugenides. In her free time (which is limited) she reads and writes. 
Danielle finds inspiration in the shocking and hopes to spark intense 
emotion through her prose. Danielle enjoys hiking with her dog Pat-
rick, cooking with her family, and screaming at the television during 
football and hockey season. 
Rihana Shah is just another kid who wants to show the world her art.
Mike Skeahan is an English major with a creative writing minor. His 
favorite author is Kurt Vonnegut Jr and his favorite book is Dune by 
Frank Herbert. He likes writing, particularly about strange, crusty old 
men from New Jersey (write what you know!), and he is looking for-
ward to some incoming career within the English sphere as though 
it’s just going to fall into his lap. 
Daphne Soumilas was born on November 4, 1990 in New York City, 
New York and is a senior at Montclair State University; her major is 
English with a focus in Creative Writing. She has been creatively writ-
ing since the age of  thirteen and has posted numerous fan-fiction on-
line, both stories and poetry, over the years. “Laurence Hamburger” 
is the first creative work that she has officially submitted to a Literary  
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magazine.
Ayse Yilmaz seems ordinary on the outside, but there’s good chance 
she’s plotting out some kind of  insane story featuring death or de-
struction. Or maybe it’s the other way around.
Notes


